
F.  Forfeit 
 
 

1. Game Start 
 

a. Games will start ‘exactly’ at scheduled times.  A team must field a minimum of 4 players to consider 
the game official. 
 

 
2. It is not the responsibility of the team who has full strength numbers to match.  Therefore, the 

full strength team will play with 7, and the under strength team will play with 4, 5 or 6 persons. 
 

a. In the case of a team being full strength, and the other team being under strength – the full strength 
team will match play a 4:3 ratio at all times. 

 
b. In the case of both teams being under 7 AND matching (eg. 4 on 4, 5 on 5, 6 on 6)  ratios must remain 

balanced, with at least 1 male and/or 1 female present on the field at all times 
 

c. In the case of both teams being under strength BUT one team has MORE players than the other team 
(4 on 5, 4 on 6, 5 on 6), the on-field ratio must be __:1.  (1 male and/or 1 female present on the field 
at all times) 
 

  
3. Late arrivals can join the game after it is underway – however, above a., b., c., rules must be 

followed and changed where needed, depending on late arrivals. 
 

a. Anything later than 5 minutes post-game start time, will be considered a ‘late arrival’ 
 

  
    4.        Forfeit scores 
  
a. Both teams forfeit:  0-0 score; both teams receive a LOSS 

  
b. One team forfeit:  the game will be considered unofficial, even for the team that has full strength 

numbers.  However, the full strength team will receive a WIN and the forfeit team will receive a LOSS. 
 



  
i. The forfeit score of this particular scenario will be mathematically added at the end of the regular 

season (Winning Team Goals For vs. Winning Team Goals Against & Losing Team Goals For vs. 
Losing Team Goals Against)  (scores will be rounded to the nearest whole number) 

 
ii. The forfeit score will play particular importance in overall year-end seeding results 

 
iii. Individual statistics will not be kept for these games. 

 
iv. The game will not be made-up nor postposed (unless otherwise directed by league president or 

league manager).  The Forfeit will stand.   
 

 
 


